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While the conservation of a transcription factor binding site is an excellent 6 predictor of likely regulatory sequence functions, the absence of conservation presents a 
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Although conservation is a powerful tool in the identification of regulatory 18 sequences, it necessarily ignores regulatory sequences that have participated in 19 evolutionary processes. A major theme in evolutionary developmental biology has been 20 the role of regulatory sequence mutations in driving differences in gene expression that 21 result in morphological differences (Carroll, 2008; Stern, 2000 Here, we describe new streamlined methods for orthologous sequence acquisition 8 and analysis using the GenePalette application ( Figure 1 ). We initially released 10 few tools offering the ability to access the large repertoire of genomic sequences and 11 gene structure annotations available in GenBank. The GenePalette 1.0 release was unique 12 in providing a highly interconnected user-friendly interface, allowing one to quickly 13 traverse between different perspectives of the sequence (graphical, marked-up sequence, 14 selectable text). We have added a new module that accesses the UC Santa Cruz genome 15 browser database to acquire sequences orthologous to a region of interest. Sequences are 16 aligned using a method that identifies high-confidence anchor-points along each 17 sequence, the results of which are displayed in a graphical interface. These additions 18 allow the assessment of binding site conservation and turnover, and will aid in 19 determining orthology relationships in rapidly diverging regions. This ability greatly 20 facilitates both the identification of highly conserved regulatory information in genomic 21 sequence, but also fills important needs for comparative analyses of regulatory sequence 4 This often time-consuming task usually involves either BLAST searches against an 5 appropriate database, or use of tools such as the liftOver module of the UCSC genome 6 database, which stores orthology relationships for a curated set of species comparisons 7 (Tyner et al., 2017). In order to streamline this process, we sought to establish capabilities 8 that would apply to a broad variety of organisms. The UCSC genome browser website 9 maintains a large number of genome sequences in its database, including multiple species 10 of fly and nematode, as well as many vertebrate groups. Although not comprehensive, the 11 organization of the UCSC genome database presents a particularly convenient access 12 point to the species it supports. Each genome database is accessible to the BLAT tool, 13 which can rapidly identify regions of high sequence identity (Kent, 2002) . Once a region 14 is identified by BLAT, the database provides simple access points to obtain the DNA 15 sequence of interest.
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We designed the OrthologGrabber (OG) module to be a stand-alone program that 17 will compare a sequence of interest to a user-selected list of genome databases at the 18 UCSC genome browser by BLAT search (Figure 2 ). Through the settings page, the user 19 can save a pre-selected grouping of species, and establish multiple profiles to rapidly 20 toggle different groups of interest. This page also allows the user to specify how much 21 sequence upstream and downstream of the BLAT match will be included in the retrieved 22 sequences. Once a group of species is chosen through the settings menu, the user is then 23 prompted to select which version of each indicated genome will be searched by BLAT.
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1 By default, the most recent genome version is always selected by the module. Next, a 2 BLAT search is performed against each selected genome version, and the results are 3 parsed by OrthologGrabber, and presented in the next dialog window. Here, the top 4 scoring hit is selected, displaying the percent identity and length of matched area. Lower-5 quality hits may be selected, and a radio button allows the user to deselect species for 6 which only a poor match was found in the database. From this page, each selected region 7 of identity, including the specified flanking sequences, are retrieved by OrthologGrabber 8 and written to the output. This output is collected by GenePalette and diverted to an 9 alignment algorithm.
11 2.2 Sequence comparison function
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Conservation in non-coding sequences often manifests as short stretches of 13 perfectly conserved sequence that can range from a few to dozens of nucleotides in 14 length. When aligned, these conserved segments often stand out as co-linearly arranged 15 "anchor-points", often separated by insertions, deletions, and inversions ( Figure 3B ). In 16 order to provide a graphical interface that could handle these challenges, we set out to 17 implement a stand-alone sequence comparison function that could detect these small 18 regions of conservation and display them visually within the pre-existing framework of 19 the program.
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To identify a set of anchor-points shared between the aligned sequences, the 21 program implements an algorithm that searches for sequence stretches of size k (default k 12 Finally, the sequence of the clicked anchor is selected in the Sequence Display. When 13 multiple sequences are being compared, each sequence is selectable from a drop-down 14 menu in the Sequence Display (Figure 1) . Clicking an anchor-point toggles this drop-15 down menu to the species whose anchor-point was clicked and highlights the sequence of 16 the clicked anchor-point to be selected, providing rapid access to its native context.
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A second way of interacting with anchor-points is provided through interactions 18 between the Graphical View and Markup View. By clicking on any feature that is present 19 on the sequence, or by dragging a box around a region in the Graphical View, a Markup 20 View is generated, in which any overlapping anchor-points are drawn as a gray box 21 below the sequence that makes up the anchor-point (Figure 4 ). This facilitates the 22 evaluation of whether a transcription factor binding site or other feature added to the 23 sequence is fully contained within the anchor-point, and is thus perfectly conserved.
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One of the major strengths of the GenePalette platform is the ability to save files, 2 and revisit them as experimental results accrue. This allows one to save primer 3 sequences, candidate binding sites, and now conservation data in a file that can be 4 accessed recurrently. New data, such as the DNA sequences of a plasmid construct, can 5 be easily confirmed using the sequence comparison function. Further, as new results 6 stimulate the next generation of experiments, the need to redesign primers or verify 7 aspects of an experiment's design often arises. Several improvements to the software 8 have been incorporated to facilitate its active use in ongoing research projects. This 9 includes a menu option to evaluate a selected region as a potential primer sequence, 10 which brings up a window that shows the percent G/C, melting temperature, base 11 composition, and reverse-complement sequence of the candidate primer region. As the 12 addition of alignments to the interface cause the Graphical View to have a greater vertical 13 depth, we have added the ability to hide individual panels of the interface (Figure 1) 23 and in evolutionary studies of genetic divergence. These new capabilities also 10 1 dynamically adapt to genomic resources as they become available in the UC Santa Cruz 2 genome browser, allowing rapid access to sequences from a wide range of species groups 3 ( Figure 5 ). As new methods to infer function based on DNA sequence alone become 4 available, we anticipate incorporating these new approaches into our existing framework.
6 3. Materials and Methods
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GenePalette and the OrthologGrabber module are both written with the Java JDK 8 version 1.8. The OrthologGrabber has been compiled as a standalone .jar that can be 9 implemented by other programs. The new version of GenePalette, as well as the 10 standalone OrthologGrabber module and associated source code can be obtained through 11 the www.genepalette.org website. 36 Gehrke, A.R., Schneider, I., de la Calle-Mustienes, E., Tena, J.J., Gomez-Marin, C., 37
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